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Businessman Greg Lindberg, whose companies are at the center of the federal probe, gave campaign cash to
dozens of Florida politicians and political committees over an eight-month span. Recipients include powerful
legislative leaders in line to control the Florida House and Senate for years to come. Federal investigators are
separately seeking reams of documents from at least seven companies tied to Lindberg and Eli Global, the
North Carolina-based investment firm he founded. None of those powerful state lawmakers professed to
knowing who Lindberg was nor what his issues were. The page subpoena was sent to an official in the North
Carolina Office of Insurance whose name was redacted. The official was subpoenaed to testify in front of a
federal grand jury on Oct. Strickland did not return follow up questions about whether the two directly spoke
at the event or where it was held. As CFO, Patronis has veto power over the selection of insurance
commissioners. Most other recipients of five-digit contributions from Lindberg did not return requests seeking
comment after the subpoena became public. Corcoran said he does not remember ever meeting Lindberg and
was unaware of his issues at the state or federal level. He said he responded to the initial inquiry in August
because he remembered getting a campaign check. Attorney for the Western District of North Carolina. Most
of the companies listed on the subpoena have also been enmeshed in a lengthy fight with the Florida Office of
Insurance Regulation going back to , according to court records, regulatory filings and OIR documents â€”
some of which are exempt from state public records laws â€” reviewed by POLITICO over the past five
months. Wrangling over that issue led to the consent order and Southland National Insurance Corporation,
which was acquired by Eli Global in , not complying with that deal for the first three quarters of The web of
companies on the radar of state regulators are part of Eli Global, a private company that Lindberg owns. Eli
Global operates in industries beyond insurance, a sector in which it has several companies, including those
targeted by federal investigators and Florida regulators. The companies listed on the federal subpoena and on
the radar of Florida regulators are represented by well-known insurance lobbyist Fred Karlinsky , who
co-chairs the insurance practice of lobbying and legal giant Greenberg Traurig. Underscoring the prestige of
that position, the JNC is currently in a legal fight over whether Scott can fill three soon-to-be vacant posts on
the Florida Supreme Court before his term as governor ends in January. Through a spokeswoman, he declined
to comment Oct. An outside attorney working for Eli Global and Global Bankers Insurance Group, both of
which are listed on the federal subpoena, on Oct. We are continuing to operate as usual, and our entire team is
focused on serving our clients and businesses. The donation was from from Dunhill Holdings, a company in
his name, to a state political committee controlled by Scott. It was the same month Lindberg attended the
Patronis campaign fundraiser. The January consent order originally agreed to with OIR is littered with
Lindberg companies now listed in the federal subpoena. Both are listed in the federal subpoena. Rather than
making that transfer, though, Southland National Insurance Company ceded the policies to another Lindberg
company called Southland National Reinsurance Incorporation, which was in violation of the order, according
to the OIR. Southland National Reinsurance Corporation is a subsidiary of Southland National Holdings,
which is also listed in the federal subpoena. Scott and Patronis are longtime political allies. The source of the
cash influx is now becoming a more prominent figure as federal officials dig in to Eli Global and its affiliated
companies. It showed Lindberg-owned insurers were facing reviews in Florida and North Carolina â€” where
he has already gained attention for becoming an overnight political rainmaker â€” and a possible examination
from a national insurance standards-setting group. In each instance, records point to regulators antsy that
Lindberg was operating cash-strapped life insurance companies. The December update, given as Lindberg was
ramping up his political efforts, was exempt from state public records laws because it detailed potentially
active investigations, but was accidentally released as part of several public records requests made by
POLITICO. As the Lindberg-owned insurers were facing scrutiny over their financial health, three of them â€”
Southland, Bankers and Colorado Bankers Life Insurance Co. American Academy Holdings is another
Lindberg company listed, but has no apparent direct tie to the Florida insurance issues. It ultimately was sent
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to Craig Wright, the deputy commissioner who oversees life insurance, and Florida Insurance Commissioner
David Altmaier. Despite inking huge political checks, Lindberg remains a somewhat mysterious figure in
North Carolina politics. The issue was sent to administrative court in late April of that year, a month before
Southland issued a plan to surrender its certificate of authority to operate in Florida. That plan prompted both
sides to file a motion asking the court to relinquish the case back to OIR, a move that was approved. The July
29, filing of the motion came one day after top OIR officials met with Lindberg and high-level officials with
his company. The plan Florida insurance regulators signed off on included Southland assigning its Florida
policies to Bankers Life Insurance Company, which would then set up a trust holding percent of Southland
liabilities to ensure there were reserves to support the new policies. A month later, Southland outlined a plan
to cede the assets to Bankers National Insurance Corporation, as required by the order, and the near 10 months
of non-compliance was dropped by OIR.
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Chapter 2 : Full text of "Claims growing out of insurrection in Mexico .."
Maj. Gen. Eli A. Helmick (26 November ). The 8th Division did not have battle experience in World War I; it returned to
the United States and was inactivated in January Activated: 1 July Overseas: 5 December Campaigns: Normandy, North
France, Rhineland, Central Europe. Days of.

McMahon was relieved shortly after the division arrived in Normandy. His replacement, Major General
Donald A. Stroh was temporarily relieved during the Hurtgen fighting; the death of his son, a pilot in the U.
After a rest, Stroh went on to command another overseas division. Shortly after its arrival, the division
captured the French cities of Rennes [3] and Brest. Brigadier General Charles Canham , who was at the time
the deputy commander of the 8th Infantry Division, arrived to accept the surrender of German troops in Brest,
the commander of the Brest garrison, General Hermann-Bernhard Ramcke asked the lower-ranking man to
show his credentials. Canham pointed to his nearby troops and said "These are my credentials". The 8th
reached the Rhine near Rodenkirchen, 7 March, and maintained positions along the river near Koeln. It fought
its way into the Ruhr region the following month. On 6 April the division attacked northwest to aid in the
destruction of enemy forces in the Ruhr Pocket , and by the 17th had completed its mission. After security
duty, the division, under operational control of the British Second Army , drove across the Elbe , 1 May, and
penetrated to Schwerin when the war in Europe ended. The sanitary conditions at the camp when the 8th
Infantry Division and the 82nd Airborne Division arrived were deplorable. There was little food or water, and
some prisoners had resorted to cannibalism. In the first week after liberation, more than inmates died. In the
aftermath, the United States Army ordered the townspeople in Ludwigslust to visit the camp and bury the
dead. Attached to First Army. Prussman took over his squad on 8 September during the advance on Les
Coates [wrong transliteration of Loscoat , near Brest ] in Brittany, and disarmed several Germans, including a
machine gun crew. Shot by a German rifleman, his dying act was to unleash a hand grenade that killed the
man who shot him. His Medal of Honor was awarded posthumously. Private First Class Walter C. Wetzel ,
13th Infantry Regiment. Wetzel threw himself on either 1 or 2 enemy grenades sources vary thrown into the C.
Staff Sergeant John W. Minick , Company I, st Infantry Regiment. After his battalion was halted by enemy
minefields during an advance on 21 November during the Hurtgen fighting, he led four men through the
obstacle, then successfully destroyed an enemy machine gun post that had opened fire on the small party.
Moving forward again, he single-handedly engaged an entire company of enemy soldiers, killing 20 men and
capturing 20 more. Resuming the advance, he tried to scout through another minefield, but detonated a mine in
the attempt. In it was rotated to West Germany , initially on a temporary basis in Operation Gyroscope, but
remained in West Germany for decades. From 14 December , until it was inactivated on 17 January , it was
headquartered at Bad Kreuznach. In the division was reorganized into a brigade structure with the 1st Brigade
on jump status, and th was reorganized and reflagged as the 1st Battalion Abn , th Infantry [11] and th as the
2d Battalion Abn , th Infantry. Supporting units throughout the division for example, one field artillery
battalion, one company of the engineer battalion, one platoon of the MP company, etc.
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Chapter 3 : Dead body found at home of New York Giants CB Janoris Jenkins
-- Secretary of War Davis has ordered Major Gen. Eli A. Helmick, Inspector General of the Army, to make an
investigation of conditions in the Air Service, based upon evidence that officers of this.

Establishment[ edit ] The Continental Army had been very disorganized from the start of the American
Revolutionary War. After George Washington arrived in Boston, on July 4, , it had taken him a week to
produce an accurate count of the soldiers in his army, which was 16,, far less than the 24, he had expected.
Poorly trained and organized, by , both Washington and the Continental Congress felt that the Continental
Army needed an inspector general. Members of the Continental Congress noted "the absence of a regular
inspector," and, on April 18, , Congress requested a general to " inspect the magazines of provisions under the
care of Commissary Wharton. At the time, the position had no military power. It gave the position a rank of
major general , and laid out the tasks to be done by the inspector general. On June 22, , the Continental
Congress temporarily directed the Adjutant General of the United States Army to serve as assistant inspector
general. On March 5, , after St. Pike was soon killed in an explosion. The duties of inspector general were
performed by Abimael Y. Nicoll, then senior inspector. Bell and various assistant adjutant generals acted as
inspector general. Hayne resigned in , and was replaced by John Gadsden. Upon the outbreak of the American
Civil War , all inspectors had retired or defected to the Confederate States of America. In , new inspectors
were appointed, but they largely did what their superiors requested. There were many informally appointed
inspectors. By late , "Nearly 1, other officers were on orders at one time or another to perform various types of
inspection duties. He led the movement to give the position authority equivalent to other offices of the army.
Marcy By , the inspectorate was being criticized by many, particularly for its "useless" reports. In , it was
reduced by a law spearheaded by John Logan Chipman. On December 12, Congress declared that the rank of
the senior inspector general of the United States Army would be brigadier general, placing it on an equal
footing with other army departments. From then, it remained relatively unchanged, [45] until Joseph Cabell
Breckinridge Sr. Lamont into six inspections districts, and the department was made independent, reporting
directly to the Secretary of War and Commanding General of the United States Army , instead of various
department commanders. Miles disliked the inspectorate, and nearly succeeded in abolishing it, in abolishing
the inspection districts and the independence of the department. During the war, the department was increased
in size, with 36 temporary inspectors being appointed, and later three permanently appointed. There was not
much oversight, as Breckinridge was fighting in the war, and the department has been described as mostly
existing on paper. By , it had one brigadier general, three colonels, four lieutenant colonels, and nine majors.
Under them, the office came to be seen as an extension of the secretary of war and the chief of staff, with the
two collaborating closely, and often sharing the same opinions. The inspector general became an increasingly
well-respected role, with Thomas Henry Barry considering his inspector to be one of his most important staff
officers. Through those years, the inspector general was one of the most prominent advocates of motorizing
the army. With the passage of the National Defense Act, the size of the inspectorate was increased to a
maximum of thirty-three officers, and the army itself was dramatically increased in size. The Inspectorate was
also responsible for oversight of the education and training of both officers and men, and its reports largely
shaped how the education of officers changed. The army was restructured again, with the Overman Act giving
the president greater authority over the army. In July , the caseload of the inspectorate had increased percent in
one year and by 65 percent in the three months after the declaration of war. The inspectorate was dramatically
increased to meet the higher caseload, to the point that it struggled to find suitable inspectors to add, and
began requesting former inspectors to come out of retirement. In September, there were 89 officers 30
regulars, 10 recalled regulars, and 49 reservists. In November, the department was again increased to officers
and enlisted men. It rose to officers on November 12, , and peaked at in June Brewster was selected as
inspector general of the American Expeditionary Forces. Inspectors were active in Germany until , France
until and Russia until That same year, the inspectorate peaked at officers. By , 33 officers were in the Office
of the Inspector General, while 54 remained at camps or in the geographical departments. In the office had
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handled about 9, actions, while in it was processing nearly 17, In , the inspectorate was allocated the
responsibility of inspecting ten monuments and twelve parks. The department became responsible for
inspecting the Civilian Conservation Corps in Office of The Inspector General of the United States Army By ,
all subordinate commanders from division level were given an inspector general under their control to conduct
inspections and investigations as needed. The inspector general was responsible to the chief of staff, and
responsive to the secretary of the army. The reorganization made the inspector general responsible for
investigating the discipline, efficiency and economy of the army. They were particularly focused on training
and combat readiness. Prior to this there was no provision for formal instruction, although the old Inspector
General Department had maintained and distributed instructional material to each inspector general; including
guides, handbooks and other procedural material. General Order 40, dated August 24, , placed these
inspections under the jurisdiction of the inspector general. The March revised AR , creating a policy for
inspector general technical proficiency inspections. The work of the inspector general was shared with allies,
when the OTIG gave a course of instruction to groups composed entirely of foreign officers. Additionally, the
inspector general system became automated.. Mills was nominated by Wayne as a permanent inspector
general, but the was instead appointed as acting inspector general. All four served at various times as acting
inspector general and Adjutant General.
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Chapter 4 : Kurt Waldheim - Wikipedia
-- Although Major Gen. Funston had informed Colonel Gordon Johnston, in reply to the request by the retired
commander of the Twelfth New York Infantry for an investigation of his difficulty with.

McMahon was relieved shortly after the division arrived in Normandy. His replacement, Major General
Donald A. Stroh was temporarily relieved during the Hurtgen fighting; the death of his son, a pilot in the U.
After a rest, Stroh went on to command another overseas division. Shortly after its arrival, the division
captured the French cities of Rennes [3] and Brest. The Crozon Peninsula was cleared on 19 September, and
the division drove across France to Luxembourg, moved to the Hurtgen Forest , 20 November, cleared
Hurtgen on the 28th and Brandenberg, 3 December, and pushed on to the Roer. The 8th reached the Rhine
near Rodenkirchen, 7 March, and maintained positions along the river near Koln. It fought its way into the
Ruhr region the following month. On 6 April the division attacked northwest to aid in the destruction of
enemy forces in the Ruhr Pocket , and by the 17th had completed its mission. After security duty, the division,
under operational control of the British Second Army , drove across the Elbe, 1 May, and penetrated to
Schwerin when the war in Europe ended. The sanitary conditions at the camp when the 8th Infantry Division
and the 82nd Airborne Division arrived were deplorable. There was little food or water, and some prisoners
had resorted to cannibalism. In the first week after liberation, more than inmates died. In the aftermath, the
United States Army ordered the townspeople in Ludwigslust to visit the camp and bury the dead. Attached to
First Army. Prussman took over his squad on 8 September during the advance on Les Coates [wrong
transliteration of Loscoat , near Brest] in Brittany, and disarmed several Germans, including a machine gun
crew. Shot by a German rifleman, his dying act was to unleash a hand grenade that killed the man who shot
him. His Medal of Honor was awarded posthumously. Private First Class Walter C. Wetzel , 13th Infantry
Regiment. Wetzel threw himself on either 1 or 2 enemy grenades sources vary thrown into the C. Staff
Sergeant John W. Minick , Company I, st Infantry Regiment. After his battalion was halted by enemy
minefields during an advance on 21 November during the Hurtgen fighting, he led four men through the
obstacle, then successfully destroyed an enemy machine gun post that had opened fire on the small party.
Moving forward again, he single-handedly engaged an entire company of soldiers, killing 20 men and
capturing 20 more. Resuming the advance, he attempted to scout through another minefield, but detonated one
in the attempt. The Division became a regular infantry division. In it was rotated to West Germany , initially
on a temporary basis in Operation Gyroscope, but remained in West Germany for decades. From 14 December
, until it was inactivated on 17 January , it was headquartered at Bad Kreuznach. Upon completion of that tour
they were authorized to wear the 8th ID shoulder sleeve insignia as a combat patch on the right shoulder of
their uniform.
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Everybody does it, but you never know when inspector Captain Renault is going to shut you down. It keeps us
journalists in business. Without leaks, the public would be informed essentially by press releases. Americans
would know no more than their government wanted them to know. That said, the confirmation that the FBI
leaks just like the rest of the U. His investigation found that senior FBI officials, including Comey himself,
also used private emails to conduct official business. But Agent Peter Strzok did. Horowitz found that on Oct.
Horowitz notes the warrant at the time appeared to be under seal from a federal court. The report is also highly
critical of Strzok and Page for using FBI phones and devices to share their negative views on Trump. This is
the bureau that is supposed to investigate leaks; it can destroy powerful Washington figures like General
David Petraeus , who pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI about giving his mistress and biographer his personal
notebooks that contained code-word sensitive information about his time as commander in Afghanistan.
Petraeus managed to avoid jail time. But lower-level leakers have not been so lucky. John Kiriakou served 30
months in prison for disclosing the identity of a CIA officer who helped capture al Qaeda operative Abu
Zubaydah. Former NSA official Thomas Drake, who was charged with felony leaks, was ruined by the
allegation even though the charges against him were dropped in Until recently the FBI itself was largely
immune to the kinds of leak probes it conducts on everyone else in Washington. That appears to be changing.
It accused him of lacking candor when asked about unauthorized disclosures to the media. Horowitz notes in
his report this week that Comey himself urged the inspector general to look into leaks as well. That
investigation is still ongoing. There is a danger to this zero-tolerance approach. The problem is not that there
are too many leaks. Rather there are too many state secrets. The FBI cannot be expected to protect all of them.
Better to narrow in on the kinds of state secrets really worth protecting, like the identities of Americans under
court-ordered surveillance. The FBI, after all, has plenty of friends in the media. Eli Lake is a Bloomberg
View columnist. To read more of his reports, Go Here Now. Posts by Eli Lake, Bloomberg Opinion.
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Chapter 6 : NCGOP took nearly $2 million from donor under FBI investigation, gave some to Causey camp
The 8th Infantry Division, ("Pathfinder") was an infantry division of the United States Army during the 20th
calendrierdelascience.com division served in World War I, World War II, and Operation Desert Storm.

Waldheim served in the Austrian Army â€”37 and attended the Vienna Consular Academy , where he
graduated in Waldheim himself was politically unaffiliated during these years at the Academy. On 19 August
, he married Elisabeth Ritschel in Vienna; their first daughter, Lieselotte, was born the following year. A son,
Gerhard, and another daughter, Christa, followed. In December, he was wounded but returned to service in
His service in the Wehrmacht from to was the subject of international review in and In his autobiography, he
stated that he was discharged from further service at the front and, for the remainder of the war, finished his
law degree at the University of Vienna , in addition to marrying in He said that he had known about some of
the things that had happened, and had been horrified, but could not see what else he could have done.
Waldheim later stated that "he did not know about the murder of civilians there". Diplomatic career[ edit ]
Waldheim joined the Austrian diplomatic service in , after finishing his studies in law at the University of
Vienna. In he was made Ambassador to Canada, returning to the Ministry in , after which he became the
Permanent Representative of Austria to the United Nations in Shortly afterwards, he ran and was defeated in
the Austrian presidential elections. United Nations Secretary-General[ edit ] Waldheim c. Waldheim with
family c. Waldheim was supported by the Soviet Union and led the first two rounds of voting. Waldheim won
an accidental victory in the third round of voting when those three permanent members failed to coordinate
their vetoes and all abstained. As Secretary-General, Waldheim opened and addressed a number of major
international conferences convened under United Nations auspices. These included the third session of the U.
However, his diplomatic efforts particularly in the Middle East were overshadowed by the diplomacy of then
U. Secretary of State , Henry Kissinger. In the telegram, Amin "applauded the massacre of the Israeli Olympic
athletes in Munich and said Germany was the most appropriate locale for this because it was where Hitler
burned more than six million Jews. He added that the secretary-general condemned any form of racial
discrimination and genocide. However, China was still opposed to Waldheim and approached several Third
World countries seeking challengers. China cast a single symbolic veto against Waldheim in the first round
and voted for him in the second round, handing him an easy victory with 14 of 15 votes on the Security
Council. President Jimmy Carter both recorded statements for the Voyager Golden Records , which were
launched into deep space on the Voyager spacecraft in Near the end of his tenure as Secretary-General,
Waldheim and British popular musician Paul McCartney organized a series of concerts for the People of
Kampuchea to help Cambodia recover from the damage done by Pol Pot. China was determined to unseat him
this time and lined up a strong candidate in Salim Ahmed Salim of Tanzania. In the first round of voting,
Waldheim lost to Salim by one vote. The veto duel between China and the United States lasted a record 16
rounds. After six weeks of deadlock, Waldheim and Salim both withdrew from the race. Presidency of
Austria[ edit ] Election and Waldheim Affair[ edit ] Waldheim had unsuccessfully sought election as President
of Austria in , but his second attempt on 8 June proved successful. During his campaign for the presidency in ,
what became known internationally as the "Waldheim affair" began. His aides at the United Nations even
accused the Israeli mission of spreading rumors that he supported the Nazis. But what could I do? I had either
to continue to serve or be executed. Austria refused to pay compensation to Nazi victims, and from onwards
refused to investigate Austrian citizens who were senior Nazis. Declassified documents from the U. Central
Intelligence Agency show that the CIA had been aware of some details of his wartime past since These
allegedly false documents were subsequently "discovered" by Benjamin Netanyahu in the UN file and
triggered the "Waldheim Affair". Their report found no evidence of any personal involvement in those crimes.
I could only reply what the committee of historians likewise made clear in its report: In favour of Waldheim
is, that he only had very minor possibilities to act against the injustices happening. Actions against these,
depending on which level the resistance occurred, were of very different importance. For a young member of
the staff, who did not have any military authority on the army group level, the practical possibilities for
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resistance were very limited and with a high probability would not have led to any actual results. Resistance
would have been limited to a formal protest or on the refusal to serve any longer in the army, which would
have seemed to be a courageous act, however would have not led to any practical achievement. This marked
the first time that a head of state had been put on an immigration watchlist. The same year, he was made an
honorary member of K. Fischer also praised Waldheim for his efforts to solve international crises and for his
contributions to world peace. Japan and Syria were the only two countries that laid wreaths on his grave. The
episode aired 12 September Graphic novel and film Persepolis comics by Marjane Satrapi reference the
election in Austria. Bibliography[ edit ] Waldheim, Kurt In the Eye of the Storm: The Memoirs of Kurt
Waldheim. Waldheim, Kurt []. Die Antwort The Answer. Waldheim, Kurt [ French ]. The Challenge of Peace.
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Eli Lake is a Bloomberg View columnist. He was the senior national security correspondent for the Daily Beast and
covered national security and intelligence for the Washington Times, the New York Sun, and UPI.

Methods of Investigation To learn how to participate in conversation, you will have to observe it, ba a part of
it, think about it, and learn from your experiences. The question "How do people interact in English? It varies
from person to person, situation to situation. This means forming your own questions and pursuing the answer
yourself--the most successful language learners are careful observers. This also means changing your habits in
order to apply what you learn. Only when you can do these things will you get the result that you want.
Investigation Procedure These methods are similar to those used by anthropologists to investigate new
cultures. They are also useful for uncovering patterns of language use. For example, have you ever noticed
that Americans seem to give a lot of compliments to each other? Why do they do this? Do they really mean it?
Who should you give them to? Here is an example of how to pursue an answer to these questions: What do
you believe you know about this type of speech behavior? What do you expect expect to find? Discuss your
prediction with your classmates or teacher. Also, you get the feeling women give compliments to each other
more often than men. Where do you think you can observe this behavior or find this information? You can use
observation or your own experience, interviews of native speakers to find out what they would say or react, or
you can use resources like books or the Internet. To try to find out if your impressions are true, you need a
plan. Or you could prepare a list of questions about complimenting behaviors and ask different native
speakers. You could even get an example on tape and ask native speakers how they feel about it from a
cultural point of view. Remember, there are many different ways to look at any question. What different ways
can you think of? Go out and get your information, from different sources if you can. This is where you go out
and follow your plan. See the Warning below. Remember, you may have to change your plan or try it more
than once for it to work. What did you find out? What do you think you learned? Did you uncover any
patterns? In this step, be ready to report your insights to your classmates and teacher. Get their feedback to
help you develop your own ideas. Look carefully at the data you collected. What do you see? Are there any
patterns? Also, consider why you think the ideas you formed are true. How did you arrive at your conclusions?
This is especially important. How can you reformulate your own behavior in interaction to make it more
appropriate? How can you or other students use it? What should you do? How can this help you improve your
conversational skills? This process may not be as easy as these five steps make it seem. Remember, however,
that the answers are there if you learn how to look. Some helpful advice I can give you is: Different native
speakers have different ways of doing the same thing. You may need to investigate the same speech behavior
more than once and from more than one source to get a good idea. Collaborate with your classmates and check
with your teacher often. This will help you gather more ideas form better guesses about what you are
investigating. Think about how you are looking at or investigating a question. Is there a better way? Can you
look at the same question from another point of view? This may help you find what you are looking for. How
can you make contact with native speakers? Try joining a club. A listing of all of the clubs and student
organizations at UF can be found at Student Clubs and Organizations.
Chapter 8 : IG Report Highlights FBI Leaks | calendrierdelascience.com
Major General Eli A. Helmick, the army inspector general, commented in his report that "the 15th Infantry in China is a
fine, well-trained body of soldiers, upholding the best traditions of our Army and a credit to our country." (Helmick to the
Chief of Staff, October 22, , NA/RG [Reports].).

Chapter 9 : History of the Office of The Inspector General of the United States Army - Wikipedia
Francis J. Keman, adjutant general, Maj. Eli A. _Helmick, inspector general, First Lieut. Aristides Moreno, Twenty-
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eighth Infantry, is appointed to meet in this city at the call of the senior mem- ber of the commission for the purpose of
making an investigation of all claims 4 CLAIMS GEOWING OUT OF INSURRECTION IN MEXICO.
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